WINNERS!
Congratulations to Kayleigh and Leon Dixon.
The committee loved both of your designs,
and Paul Stenning has managed to bring
both concepts together for our new header!
Your chocolate will be with you on Saturday.
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Loads of
designs
available!
Seat: £60
Paddle: £40

Kayak Pro for rent
Please speak to Reggie if you would
like to borrow a telescopic ergo
machine for a month for a small fee
which goes towards maintaining the
machines.

Race Reports
Charlie – Marathon & Sprint
One of our junior paddlers has recently been making a name for himself on the
international stage. Charlie Smith has been flying around Europe for the last few
weeks competing in various championships, and has set himself up for an
impressive year.
SPRINT
Charlie’s first major championship of the year was the Junior & Under 23 Sprint
European Championships held in Belgrade, Serbia. Belgrade is a popular course for
the top competitions, with good racing conditions and therefore quick times. This was
Charlie’s first ever Sprint Europeans despite having raced at the Sprint Worlds last
year, and with 34 countries attending, the competition was always going to be
tough.
The first few days were spent checking boats and equipment, paddling on the course
and getting used to the hot temperatures. There was a small weed issue, but the
organisers were good at keeping it as clear as possible.
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Charlie was the first race on course of the event, competing in the Junior K1 1000
early on Thursday morning. A few late withdrawals meant the opportunity to qualify
straight to the final seemed more appealing. Charlie raced well in his heat, racing a
controlled race to ensure a top 3 finish and automatic qualification to the final.
Charlie enjoyed having Friday off, and took the opportunity to watch his teammates
and spend some time with his parents, who were out there supporting.
The final was on Saturday morning. Charlie needed a top 6 finishing position to get
his automatic selection to the World Champs. Again, Charlie raced strongly, pushing
hard in the early stages and crossed the line in 6th place. This means Charlie will
race the K1 1000 at the Sprint World Championships in Romania at the end of the
month. Before then, Charlie will enjoy a week’s training camp in Portugal at one of
the iconic High Performance Training Centres. Speaking to Charlie after his race, he
has identified a few weaknesses in his race at the Euros, and although he was
happy to qualify straight through to the Worlds, he knows he has a lot of work to do
before then.
MARATHON
The week following Serbia, Charlie was back out in Ponte de Lima, Portugal at the
Marathon European Championships. Last year Charlie finished 4 th in this race after a
small incident at the first turn which put the medals out of sight. This year, Charlie
was keen to get himself onto the podium.
Ponte de Lima was a new venue for a canoe competition. However, it looked
amazing. The course looked lovely, countryside was beautiful and the town was very
attractive. Again, Charlie had the opportunity to paddle the course prior to the
competition, which was very beneficial with a potentially tricky get-in at the portage. It
was also Charlie’s first time back in a boat since his competition in Serbia, so he was
happy to get the feel back for paddling before racing.
Charlie raced Thursday afternoon. The race started in some poor weather with
heavy rain and wind, but it soon settled once the race had started. Charlie is typically
a strong starter and he showed that again, positioning himself near the front of the
race early on. The race was 7 laps, with 5 portages and for nearly all of it, Charlie
seemed in control and was racing calmly. Charlie broke away at the last portage with
2 other guys, and it was unlikely Charlie wouldn’t get a medal from here. Charlie lead
out all the last lap, managing to break away from one of the 3 leaders. This left it
down to a race off between Charlie and the Hungarian, right up until the line it
seemed to be Charlie who was going to take the win. But a perfectly timed attack
from the Hungarian saw Charlie just get pipped at the line.
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Charlie is disappointed not to have claimed gold but he learned a lot from this race,
and is confident moving towards the World Marathon Championships in South Africa
in September. The streaming facilities were incredible, and I would recommend
watching the race on YouTube if you get the chance as it is great to see how the
racing happens at the highest level. It can be found on the Canoe Europe YouTube
Channel and it was the afternoon of the 29th.

The Cheshire Ring Challenge: A Supporter’s Story
When all of his all preferred choice of support team were not available, Paul asked if
I would step in. Although he never admitted it, having been a witness (or victim) of
my lack of navigating skills, he really was asking for the big guns, Mr G, the hubster
if he would be on board.
Having never heard of the Cheshire Ring, it didn't surprise us it was a 96-mile race or
that Paul had his sights set on breaking the 19 year record for C1 of 19 hours & 50
minutes. Not fazed by the 92 locks & 5 tunnels; 3 of them requiring over 1 mile of
portaging at a time. Even the low number of entries that would take courage of steel
to paddle long sections throughout the day & night, on his own with only the boat
known as the darkness for company, the canoe he had only paddled 6 times before
could dampen his enthusiasm.
He was phased however by the suggestions of shaving his bum to prevent chaffing
& to attach wheels to his boat. This would in fact later prove to have been sage
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advice if it were heeded rather than the mocking tone in which it was received.
The weather had kindly cooled down from
the previous weeks heat wave making it
ideal conditions for the event. Paul set off
at 9:30am on his own, but had the
incentive of a C1 relay chasing him to keep
him on his toes.
The first few sections were through
beautiful parts of the Cheshire countryside
& over an aqueduct. The peace was about
to be shattered as Paul paddled fast & we
drove faster towards the city of Manchester
& the stadiums of Etihad & Old Trafford.
The challenge was to meet him at the spiral ramp to swap on to the next canal, the
first of only 2 places which we were allowed to assist. This was to avoid running over
a busy dual carriageway, playing chicken with busy Saturday morning traffic & a
canoe on your shoulder being the alternative. We made it but the rush was on again
to meet Paul to give him directions through the underbelly of the city. Paddling well
ahead of his schedule at this stage, we had missed him by a minute. We only hoped
he would pop out the other end unscathed as the supporter’s information warned of
CCTV that had recently been installed which had only slightly reduced the number of
unsavoury characters who lurk in this underground section.
It was also at this point the C1 relay team of John & Colin had started to gain on
Paul, quite miffed that a C1 all the way through paddler could keep ahead of them.
These two became invaluable for their company & advice but also for keeping Paul
highly motivated when the tough night section was about to descend.
A couple more mile long portages, one cruelly
all uphill saw the 56-minute lead start too slowly
reduce to 44 minutes. The second allowable
point to assist was up a steep set of stairs. It
was crucial for us to find in the pitch black,
going wrong at this point would put Paul on the
wrong course & see his hard work shattered
with 13 miles to go.
It was only here the relay team who were
getting sections of alternate rest & crucially with wheels on their canoes, making the
portages more efficient, would pull just ahead of Paul.
The last check point to top up energy drinks & food also included making a
compulsory phone call to the timekeeper to make sure he was awake to verify the
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finish time.
Waiting back where it all began the previous day was nerve wracking & exciting. The
record still well within grasp, as long as he kept going & stayed upright in the canoe!
Paul came into sight with no hint of slowing down despite the ungodly hour of
4:48am. The race organiser was in no doubt, he was already unpacking the award.
He had done it, he had smashed the record by 32 minutes!
Having only just completed his first ever Cheshire Ring Race in 19 hours & 18
minutes, in true Paul style he was already declaring to come back next year to break
his own course record. As we were both too tired to argue we agreed Paul was now
a world record holder as he pointed out there is no other Cheshire Ring Race.
-

Gina Guscott

Jeff Brendenkamp for the work you’ve put into
building our new club site!
All editions of the current newsletter can be found
here:
http://lbcc.org.uk/newsletter/
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Dragon Boat Race
When LBCC got the invitation to participate in the
Dragon Boat race with Team Grant Thornton,
Charlie Toosey was met with excitement! The
team currently had no idea how to paddle, so we
were one step ahead! Nigel took the non-paddlers
through the basics of paddling a we shuffled
around with the order of paddlers to give
ourselves a tactical advantage. We couldn’t
believe how high up the board we came after our
first race and sitting in 5th out of around 50 boats!!
The weather was kind, but with each race our
times increased. Despite this, we scraped into the
semi finals! Unfortunately, we had a fast semi final
which meant our last place put an end to our
Dragon Boat journey.
Overall, Team Grant-Thornton finished in 7th place
out of 48 crews, and 2nd in the mixed event – I’m
sure we will chase it down next year!
A big Thank you to Grant Thornton for inviting us
along to complete your team.

Canoe Paddling
A hot and sunny afternoon provided a great opportunity for some last-minute canoe
paddling! If you are interested in having a go at this, please let Laura know so
another session can be arranged.
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Reggie’s 3*
Having practiced some of his canoe skills
at the club, Reggie went and completed
his 3* touring canoe assessment with
Andy Maxted. Congratulations Reg!

WWR
If Lydia says I can do it, I can do it.. right? On Sunday 9 th July she took me for a play
on the white water course in Nottingham. I was quite familiar with this water, as in, I
knew it existed. It was that exciting piece of water behind the hill at Nottingham that
we never ventured onto.
There weren’t many entries, and I
was the only person paddling a
Wavehopper, so as long as I
completed the course, I was going
to win something! Result! Lydia took
me for a walk down the course
explaining which lines to take, and
in the end we decided that the best
advice for me was to just stay up
and keep paddling.
First practice run – exciting!
Second practice run – oops! At the end I took a swim and had to let the boat go to
get to safety. Which came in the form of someone’s dad as I was clinging onto the
wall of the course unable to heave myself out.
Third and final practice – Great! I needed that!
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The races were exciting! Suddenly
there was loads of pressure to get it
right as it was being timed and
someone was taking photos. A face
full of water. Great. I think I was
getting tired by the 2nd race as I felt
like I did everything wrong, but I
stayed upright! So it wasn’t all bad.
We had a final ‘play’ run down and
the tiredness had got to me. I
capsized part way down and I’ve no
real idea of where or how it happened. Luckily the wild water paddlers are so helpful
and there was always someone to help. Including Jon Scofield who assisted in the
rescue efforts. #claimtofame
Thank you Lydia, I can’t wait to do it all again!
- Laura Hussey
CLUB SHOP

Racing vests and supporters clothing, including polo shirts and coats
can be tried on for size on Saturday 9th September. You can still order
items at any time through the Tuck Shop.

National Marathon Champs
The list for the National Marathon Championships is on the wall at the club and has
been for a while, the survey last year people said they wanted us to come 6th or
higher here. It is in the weekend of the 29th and 30th July at Pangborne, lovely bit of
water and not too far from here. If you haven't gone to these before and have any
questions please just ask
- Beth Goodlad

Tesco Funding
Thank you to everyone’s publicity of the Tesco token, and encouraging others at the
tills to help us out! I hope in the next newsletter I can share how much we won...
because we haven’t been told yet!
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Beginners
Sunday 30th July 2017 2pm - 5pm
It is the same day as the nationals so we expect
most of you will be out racing .
For those of you who are not going are you
available to support at our next C&T?
Many Thanks, Fiona Barber and Chris Jones

An alternative to training

Web Ivory
Since announcing that Web Ivory is stopping, Cynthia was tasked with digging
around the archives for a rough idea of how much money she has raised through this
scheme:
I reckon I started about 1989/1990. This is because my husband and I were doing
some fundraising when he died in 1988. I started initially with Studio Cards, which is
the same group, and changed over to Webb Ivory when that became their main fund
raising catalogue.
So, for the 10 years I found I collected a total of £1240.57. Assuming other years had
a similar outcome, for the 27 years we could make an estimate of around £3000!
Just as a matter of interest - at that time for a few years I organised charity market
stalls in Leighton Buzzard and Dunstable. Also a couple of (not very successful)
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jumble sales. Sponsored paddles and sponsorship from local businesses for the
trophies we used to give at our marathons. Anything to raise a few coppers in those
days.
Incidentally the first 'guess the weight of the baby' I ran was for Pat Reeves son
Jamie. Not sure how old he is now- Philip suggested 25.
- Cynthia Tingay

Coming up…
Sun 16th July: London Sprints
Sat & Sun 29th & 30th July: National Mara Champs
Sat 29th July: Canal Festival
Sun 30th July: Come and Try
25th – 28th August: Club holiday

Useful contacts:
Chairman – Derek Campbell
Membership – Amy Tingay
Welfare – Jaquie Dixon
Treasurer – John Hoile
Race Bills – Beth Goodlad
Paddler Rep – Bryan Handsley
Beginners – Chris Jones and Fiona Barber

chairman@lbcc.org.uk
membership@lbcc.org.uk
welfare@lbcc.org.uk
treasurer@lbcc.org.uk
racebills@lbcc.org.uk
paddlerrep@lbcc.org.uk
comeandtry@lbcc.org.uk

If you would like to email a coach and don’t have their personal email address, you
can contact them through this:
coach[Name]@lbcc.org.uk
eg. coachlaura@lbcc.org.uk
If you have trouble with any of these email addresses, or don’t get a response,
PLEASE LET US KNOW. We can’t fix something if we don’t know it is broken….
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